This article presents a hybrid position-force control method based on adaptive neural network for addressing the problems of position and force tracking of a constrained reconfigurable manipulator. The reduced-order dynamic model of a reconfigurable manipulator is formulated considering the model uncertainty and the external constraint. Combining decentralized control with centralized control scheme, a hybrid position-force controller is designed for controlling the position and force of the constrained reconfigurable manipulator. The dynamic model uncertainty and the dynamic coupling effect are compensated by radial basis function neural network. The stability of the closed-loop system is proved using the Lyapunov theory. Finally, simulations are performed to study the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Reconfigurable manipulator consists of robot modules which incorporate power electronics, computing systems, sensors, and actuators. These modules can be serially connected with standard electromechanical interfaces and assembled to desirable configuration for satisfying the requirements of various tasks under different external environments and constraints. 1 Compared with the conventional manipulators with fixed configuration, the reconfigurable manipulator can be adapted to diverse task requirements and take advantage of low cost, easy maintenance, convenient modification, portability, and durability against system malfunctions.
2-4 Besides, a reconfigurable manipulator needs an appropriate control algorithm to provide accuracy and stability after reconfiguration, for example, adaptive control, fuzzy control, and neural network (NN) control. [5] [6] [7] Numerous studies have been carried out on analytical research of the unconstrained reconfigurable manipulator systems. Liu et al. 8 presented a modular distributed control technique for modular and reconfigurable robots based on joint torque sensing, model uncertainties associated with link and payload masses are compensated using joint torque sensor measurement. The remaining model uncertainties, including uncompensated dynamic coupling and joint friction, are compensated by a decomposition-based robust controller. Yu et al. 9 proposed an adaptive NN switching strategy for the trajectory tracking problem of robotic manipulators; the proposed system comprises an adaptive switching neural controller and the associated robust compensation control law. Lin et al. 10 presented a fuzzy variable structure control method for a reconfigurable manipulator; the dynamic model of the manipulator is divided into determined part and uncertain part and then the general feedback control and the centralized compensation control method are implemented, respectively, based on fuzzy variable structure scheme. Clearly, effective position control for the unconstrained reconfigurable manipulators can be obtained under the proposed control methods above. However, in many engineering applications, for example, installing and replacing the battery plate in space station; 11 searching, rescuing, 12 and rehabilitating 13 tasks under the unknown environment; and the hybrid multiple working mode control for the door-opening operation, 14 the contact of a reconfigurable manipulator end-effector with outside environment is inevitable. 15, 16 Therefore, it is necessary to address the problems of the hybrid position-force control for a constrained reconfigurable manipulator. 17, 18 For constrained reconfigurable manipulator system, Ahmad et al. 19 presented a hybrid control scheme for the dooropening operation of a constrained reconfigurable manipulator based on a hybrid multiple working mode control scheme. For controlling the position and power circuits of a walking robot module, Vladareanu and Ion 20 presented a hybrid position-force control method using multilevel fuzzy control loop. Singh and Sukavanam 21 proposed a robust adaptive NN-based hybrid position-force control method for a constrained manipulator. However, these methods are concentrated on the single centralized control. Indeed, due to high computation costs, robustness, and complexities, a single centralized controller designed on the basis of an entire system may hardly be applicable for controlling a reconfigurable manipulator.
In recent years, a number of researchers have paid much attention on decentralized control method for manipulators. 22, 23 The decentralized control systems often arise from various complex situations where there exist physical limitations on information exchange among several subsystems for which there is insufficient capability to have a single centralized controller. 24 Labibi et al. 25 presented a decentralized robust control scheme for controlling an affine nonlinear interconnected system using linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). For decoupled joint controller, each joint is considered as a single-input single-output (SISO) subsystem. Tang et al. 26 presented a general form of decentralized sliding mode robust control law for any mechanical system described by EulerLagrange equation and involving high-order interconnections. Li et al. 27 presented a decentralized robust control algorithm for modular and reconfigurable robots based on Lyapunov's stability analysis and backstepping techniques. Dong and Li 28 presented a decentralized integral nested sliding mode control for timevarying constrained modular and reconfigurable robot. Obviously, the decentralized control scheme can provide the flexibility of the configurations for a reconfigurable manipulator. However, it is difficult to obtain the constrained force measurement of the joint module directly which is necessary to design the decentralized positionforce controller of the reconfigurable manipulator, although the end-effector constrained force measurement, which is obtained by the torque sensor of the endeffector, can be used to design the centralized controller. Therefore, both practically and theoretically, it is meaningful to devise a hybrid position-force controller that combines decentralized control and centralized control method.
In this article, a hybrid position-force control method is proposed for a constrained reconfigurable manipulator system. In the presence of model uncertainty and external constraints, the reduced dynamic model for the reconfigurable manipulator is formulated. Combining the decentralized control and centralized control method, a hybrid position-force controller is designed for the joint subsystems and the constraints to achieve position-force control of constrained reconfigurable manipulator. The adaptive NN system is used to compensate the dynamic model uncertainty and the dynamic coupling effect. The Lyapunov theory is used to prove the stability of the closed-loop system. Finally, simulations are performed for two 2-degree-of-freedom (DOF) reconfigurable manipulators under different constrained tasks to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The rest of this article is organized in the following form. Section ''Problem formulation'' outlines the reduced-order dynamic model of the reconfigurable manipulator. The proposed hybrid position-force control method is presented in section ''Adaptive NN controller design and stability analysis,'' and simulations are presented in section ''Simulation results.'' Concluding remarks are given in section ''Conclusion.''
Problem formulation
Consider a reconfigurable manipulator with n-DOF completing a task in a constrained environment, mdimension constraint is expressed as an algebraic equation of the coordinate q as follows
where q 2 R n is the vector of joint positions, and u : R n ! R m is a continuous second-order differentiable function.
Under the environment constraint, the dynamic model of reconfigurable manipulator with n-DOF can be described as follows
where _ q and € q 2 R n are on behalf of the vector of joint velocity and the vector of joint acceleration, respectively; M(q) 2 R n 3 n is the inertia matrix;
n is the constrained force in joint coordinate due to contact with the environment, which can be marked as f ; J T c (q) 2 R m 3 n is the Jacobian matrix of the constraint; l 2 R m is the constrained force with the environment; and t 2 R n is the vector of joint torques. Also, the following assumptions on the constrained manipulator system are true. Assumption 1. The kinematic constraint is given as a rigid surface and frictionless, refers to the fact that the end-effector involved has to track a certain prespecified desired position without losing contact with it. Assumption 4. Reconfigurable manipulator operation should stay away from any singularities to ensure Jacobian matrix full rank. Because of the presence of constraint, the configuration space of manipulator remains (n 2 m) DOFs, so that the joint coordinate q is expressed as
By the implicit function theory, the constraint equation is expressed as
Differentiating equation (3) with respect to time yields
where
invertible matrix. Then, one can obtain the second derivative of q which is given as follows
Substituting equations (5) and (6) into equation (2), the dynamic equation of the manipulator can be rewritten as follows
Then, one can rewrite equation (7) as the following form M q
So that the dynamic equation (8) can be reformulated as follows m i q
with
Generally, position control is only related to local joint information, and force control is related to all joint information which contains q i , _ q i , and € q i . (10) can be represented as the following state equation
where x i is a state variable of subsystem S i , y i is an output of subsystem S i , h i (u, _ u, € u) is a subsystem dynamic coupling item, and
Adaptive NN controller design and stability analysis
According to the assumptions 2 and 3, due to the desired joint position q d and the desired constrained force l d are known, the desired constraint force
Note that the control objective is to track the desired joint position and the constraint force within an acceptable error range and to make the system remain stable, that is, the final states q ! q d and l ! l d should be achieved, when the time access t ! ' for any initial state q(0), _ q(0) 2 S, where 
The time derivative of e i1 is given as
, where k i1 is a known constant, thus
Substituting equation (16) into equation (15), and give x i2 and its time derivative _ x i2 for all t 2 ½0, '), then _ e i1 and _ e i2 can be rewritten as
In the case of ideal dynamic model,
, and h i (u, _ u, € u) = 0 are known. The controller can be designed as
where k i2 is a known constant. Then, one can obtain that
Define the Lyapunov function candidate as follows
The time derivative of equations (21) and (22) can be obtained as follows
According to the Lyapunov stability theorem, the closed-loop system is stable under the control (19) .
However, due to the dynamic model uncertainties, the terms a i (u i , _ u i ), b i (u i ), and h i (u, _ u, € u) are difficult to be obtained. Therefore, in this article, we use the radial basis function (RBF) NN to approximate the uncertainty of the system. Define
where w ia and w ib are ideal weights of the NN, f( ) is a basis function, and e is the approximation error. The NN weights are defined as follows
In equations (27) and (28), U and D are the most suitable closed sets ofŵ a ,ŵ b , u, and _ u, as well aŝ
, which can be represented aŝ
Define the estimation errors as follows
wherew ia = w ia Àŵ ia ,w ib = w ib Àŵ ib ,f ia = f ia Àf ia , andf ib = f ib Àf ib . Then, one can use the termp i ( e i2 j j,ŵ ip ) to estimate the interconnection item h i (u, _ u, € u), which is defined as followsp
whereŵ ip is an estimation of w ip , and the estimation errorw ip = w ip Àŵ ip .
Assumption 5
The interconnection items h i (u, _ u, € u) is bounded and satisfies the following equation
where d ij ! 0 is a constant collection and p i ( e i2 j j) = n max ij fd ij gE i . Also, the minimum approximation errors are defined as follows 
Define the expected error as
Then, we can design the control law as follows
Remark 1. In order to eliminate the high-frequency chattering caused by the sign function in the control law, a saturation function is used to replace the sign function. The saturation function is defined by
where k i is a known constant. Substituting equations (31), (32), and (37) into equation (12), then one can obtain the following error equation
Àk i2 e i2 À e i1 + w
Note that the design objective involves specifying the control term u i and the adaptive laws w ia , w ib , and w ip ; meantime, the NN approximation error is compensated, so that an accurate tracking performance of joint position and the constraint force is achieved under the proposed control law in equation (37).
Theorem. Consider an n-DOF constrained reconfigurable manipulator, with the dynamic model as formulated in equation (2) and the model uncertainties that exist in equation (13) . The desired position and constrained force can be tracked within a finite time interval, and the tracking errors are bounded under the hybrid position-force control designed by equation (37), in which the adaptive updating laws are given as follows
where G ia , G ib , and G ip are positive constants.
Proof. Define the Lyapunov function candidate as follows
Then, one can obtain the time derivative of equation (44) as
Substituting equation (39) 
Combining equations (40) and (41) with equation (42) yields
Substituting equation (34) into equation (47), we have
Using Chebyshev inequality, one can obtain that
Combining equations (35) and (48) with equation (49) yields
It is clear that the time derivative of V is negative outside a compact set O e = fe : 0 e i2 j j (w i =k i2 ), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ng, and according to Lyapunov stability theory, we can obtain that the closed-loop system is stable.
Simulation results
In order to verify the validity and reliability of the proposed hybrid position-force control method, two 2-DOF constrained reconfigurable manipulators with different configurations are used to conduct the simulations, 28 which are shown in Figure 1 . For the sake of the facilitation of the analysis of the configurations above, we can transform them into a form of analytic charts, which are shown in Figure 2 
Consider the environmental constraint as x = 1 in the Cartesian coordinates, which denotes the distance of q 1 and the constraint surface, so that the constraint equation can be described as
where l 1 and l 2 are the lengths of the two robot links. The desired position and the desired constraint force are defined as
the initial position and velocity are q 1 (0) = 1 and _ q 1 (0) = 0. For each system, the RBF NN which contains three layers is applied to approximate a i (q i , _ q i ), b i (q i ), and p i ( e i2 j j), where hidden layer contains seven neurons, and each NN only has an output; Gaussian basis function is regarded as the effective function of the NN. The NN Gaussian basis function is as follows
where c j and b j (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) are the RBF NNs centers and widths, respectively. As shown in Table 1 , the parameters of the proposed controller are chosen to reduce the trajectory tracking error, while satisfying the conditions of the assumptions and constraints in section ''Problem formulation.''
The simulation results are shown in Figures 3-6 . The dotted curves and the solid curves represent the desired curves and actual curves, respectively; it is obvious that the proposed methods are with the advantages of tracking performance, control precision, and error fluctuation. As shown in Figure 3 , the tracking error of the joint occurs only at the beginning of the process due to the lack of knowledge about the dynamical model subsystem; it needs some time to train the unknown functions for NN. After 1.3 s, the actual positions can track the desired positions accurately, and the error fluctuation is almost small. Figure 5 shows the constrained force tracking curve; the larger error of the constrained force occurs in 1.3 s because training unknown functions needs some time for NN and then it converges rapidly; the actual constrained force can track the desired force accurately. It can be concluded that high performance of the position and force tracking are achieved with almost smooth control effort. Figure 6 shows the control torque curve, and after 0.8 s, the control torque varies in the range of 10 N m which fully satisfies the output torque provided; moreover, the control torque is very smooth, and the chattering is small.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control method for different configurations, configuration B with a circular path is used to conduct the simulation under the same control law without changing the control parameters.
The dynamics of configuration B are given as 
Consider the environmental constraint as x = 1:5 in the Cartesian coordinate, the constraint equation
which is chosen based on the reachable workspace of the manipulator in Figure 2 . The desired position of the joint and the desired constraint force are given as q 1d = 0:5 cos t ð Þ + 0:2 sin 3t ð Þ ð65Þ
The initial position, velocity, and the control parameters are identical to configuration A. The position tracking curve, force tracking curve, and control torque curve of configuration B are shown in Figures 7-9 . Comparing the two conditions of constraints for configurations A and B, we can find that there is an explicit function relationship between the independent joint and the constrained joint in the constraint for configuration A, whereas that of configuration B is not; thus, the constrained joint variable is constant.
The simulation results illustrate that the proposed control scheme can be effectively applicable to different configurations of reconfigurable manipulators without changing any control parameters. This is an important advantage for controlling reconfigurable manipulator to complete different tasks in constrained environment with a requirement of frequent conversion from one configuration to another. 
Conclusion
In this article, a novel position-force control scheme is proposed for the reconfigurable manipulators with different configurations. In the presence of model uncertainty and external constraints, the dynamic reduced model for reconfigurable manipulators is built to reduce the complexity of the system model. A hybrid position-force controller that combines decentralized control with centralized control scheme is designed to control the position and force of the constrained reconfigurable manipulator. The adaptive NN system is designed to compensate the dynamic model uncertainty and the dynamic coupling effect. The stability analysis of the closed-loop control system is performed by the Lyapunov theory. Finally, the performance of the proposed method is verified by the numerical simulations. In the future, more complex configurations for timevarying external constrained reconfigurable manipulator will be considered, and the controller with higher control precision and error performance will be included. Therefore, the decentralized controller with higher control and error precision can be included.
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